English
This term we will be focusing on Roald Dahl books,
starting with The BFG.
- Read Roald Dahl stories, focussing on developing
comprehension skills, including inference and deduction
- Write stories using Roald Dahl’s characters and
themes as inspiration
- Use non-fiction texts to answer queries about the
topic.
-Identify key features of explanation texts, myths,
newspaper reports and instructions.
-Create explanation texts; write recounts of events;
write instructions.
-Read and write stories based on Egyptian myths.
-Read, recite and write poems, including haikus.
-Develop handwriting to join fluently.
-Learn the importance of punctuating sentences
correctly.
-Develop an understanding of the word classes e.g.
adverbs, adjectives, nouns, verbs and connectives.
-Explore spelling patterns and use them to spell in
context.

Please help your child to learn their spelling list in
preparation for their test each Friday.
Hearing your child read at least 3 times per week,
and asking them questions about what they have
read, will really help to develop their reading skills.

Values and R.E
Confidence
Teamwork
Courage
Disciples
Using our gifts
Endurance
Friendship
Christian faith as a community
Perseverance

Mathematics
-Understand the place value of 2-4 digit numbers
including reading and writing numbers, partitioning
and ordering numbers.
-Read Roman numerals to 100 (I to C) and know that
over time, the numeral system changed to include the
concept of zero and place value.
-Add and subtract mentally using number bonds
knowledge and partitioning.
-Halve and double numbers.
-Learn timestables facts and use them to divide.
-Add and subtract money.
-Learn efficient written methods for addition and
subtraction.

Please help your child to learn their times tables in
preparation for their test each Friday.
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Geography & History:
-Ask research questions.
-Seek answers to their queries using a variety of
resources.
-Learn key dates and events in Ancient Egypt.
-Locate Egypt and its neighbouring countries and
identify key features of the land.
-Learn about the importance of the river Nile for
the Ancient Egyptian society and Egypt today.
-Learn about Ancient Egyptian beliefs and daily lives
including leisure, homes and jobs.
-Learn about the discoveries in the 1920s and the
effect that it had on the world.

Art and D & T
-Learn multiple art techniques through making
Egyptian artefacts.
- Making and decorating clay cartouche
- Designing and making a ‘dream jar’
- Making papyrus-style paper
Music
French:
-Violin lessons/ composition – VIP music.
-Learn where French is spoken
-Greet people in French and introduce ourselves
-Count to 12 in French
-Say the alphabet
-Respond to classroom instructions

Science:
-Learn about forces and magnets.
-Learn about solids, liquids and gases.
-Learn about freezing, melting, boiling,
evaporating, and condensing.
Computing:
-Learn about responsible online communication
including creating a podcast

PSHE
Developing a growth mind set

Physical Education
Swimming
Hockey
Rugby
Football

